Dementia danger for Type As
Millions warned of ticking timebomb in their genes

Millions of genotype As were today warned they face an uncertain future, as scientists linked their genes with an increased risk of Alzheimer’s Disease. Long aware that they may face potential heart problems, many genotype A patients are today struggling to come to terms with the new ticking timebomb in their genes.

Doctors reported surgeries already swamped with worried patients. “What scares me is that this is something I can’t do anything about” said Jane Rooney, a member of the Genotype A Support Group, “I’ve noticed I’m increasingly forgetful, is this an early sign?”. “People have a right to know their genetic information” said a spokesman from the Department of Health, “But this is a preliminary study and the increased risk may not be significant”.

Jane Rooney and her family who are all genotype
A face a more uncertain future as a result of today’s findings

Dr Terry Thompson of the GenesRUs Health Clinic in Harley Street said that Type As should take action now to reduce their risk. “Knowing your genes takes the guesswork out of tailoring your health regime,” he said, “Types As can reduce their risk of dementia by taking fish oil supplements or eating one of the new range of genetically modified breakfast cereals, with enhanced omega-3s”.

BigPharma Inc. announced that it was recruiting healthy genotype As for a new clinical trial of its experimental risk-reducing treatment for Alzheimer’s Disease. “We are committed to helping our customers to reduce their risks” said Head of Preventive Medication, Dr Kashin.